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By and large, there were few, if any, mentions of universal design features with regard to these evaluation
studies. Rochester's extreme pallor had disappeared, and he looked once more firm and stern. This landmark
legislation guarantees equal opportunity and assures civil rights for all individuals with disabilities. Further,
discussions will continue to focus on effective strategies and interventions that help students develop other
essential adult life skills through vocational education, training, community participation, and other means. I
sincerely, deeply, fervently longed to do what was right; and only that. Take cell phone use as an example.
That search did not identify an extant survey, and project staff constructed a survey based upon techology use
in multiple domains, including mobility, hearing and visiion, communication, home adaptation, environmental
control, and independent living, as well as computer use. You can use it to determine how. Upon completion
of the survey, participants received a certificate of completion thanking them for finishing the survey. The
publisher's final edited version of this article is available at Intellect Dev Disabil See other articles in PMC that
cite the published article. Need to save your citations for later? From the survey current computer technologies
research paper adam gopnik essays designers quote thesis apa who brought you Mr. The electronic and
information technology section consisted of five questions asking if the person with intellectual or
developmental disabilities used email, a digital camera, a cellular or mobile phone, a PDA. Another barrier to
technology use by people with IDD involves the ways in which technology is designed. In the area of
mobility, Lancioni et al. The study findings suggest that although there has been progress in technology
acquisition and use by people IDD, yet there remains an underutilization of technologies across the
population. Within the QuestNet survey template, respondents are presented one question at a time that could
be answered directly by choosing from several icon-driven options. Instrument Survey questions were
designed within the guidance of a total design method proposed by Dillman and items for the survey were
based on a previous survey designed and used by Wehmeyer , with modifications to make the survey more
user-friendly for people with IDD. Where does he now live? Section of this law specifically prohibits
discrimination in employment on the basis of disability. One hundred and twelve participants indicated that
they lived at home  I am tired, sir. To the uninformed, surveys appear to be an easy survey current computer
technologies research paper type survey current computer technologies research paper of research to start
essay with question design How to do a book review for kids and conduct, but when students and
professionals delve deeper, they encounter the. Bryen and colleagues found that a significant barrier to cell
phone use by adults with IDD involved physical features of phones, such as the small size of the buttons
needed to operate most cell phones. In addition to treadmills and walkers with microswitches, virtual reality
has also been used as a mechanism to assess and train children and adults with IDD to use powered
wheelchairs. If the person did use technology, follow up questions queried respondents about which devices
were used; what training was available and who provided that training; what problems the experienced using
the device and, if problems existed, what supports were in place to address those problems; and what
maintenance issues might exist. Overall, respondents identified the use of devices, and 57 respondents
indicated a need for a device, across all device-purpose areas, but did not currently have such a device. That
version was used by Wehmeyer ;  Compared to data collected in , cell phone useres were more likely to use
their mobile phones for taking pictures, sending or receiving texts, accessing the internet, playing games,
sending or receiving email, recording video, playing music and sending and receiving instant messages Smith, 
Auditory and visual cues are also provided to enable respondents with IDD to navigate through the survey.


